
INTRODUCTION

India got autonomy in 1947, after about finishing 7

many years of freedom likewise, one steady issue keeps

think of each legislature that is work. In a nation where

populace is almost 136 crores, of which about 50 per

cent is youth of normal age of 25 years, business is key

driver for subterranean insect government. The

joblessness is there and it is rising step by step at any

rate as camouflaged joblessness. This joblessness isn’t

kept to a specific rank or network or religion in that

capacity however minimized segments like SC’s, ST’s

and ladies’ are the most noticeably terrible influenced by

this. About 82 per cent of the workforce of India is kept
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ABSTRACT

India is second largest nation on the planet, as far as by and large populace with almost 136 crore of individuals .
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workforce of India is limited to the disorderly area. A considerable lot of the individuals from Palghar region comes to

Mumbai and close to modern territory as laborers in disorderly part. In case of misfortune in business opportunity,

they have just alternative of agribusiness division for work. It is a significant actuality that Indian horticulture part is

rely on rainstorm, which is truly eccentric. In this sort of circumstances, MGNREGA become exceptionally crucial or

can be said as final retreat for this underestimated area of society.
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to the chaotic segment. A considerable lot of the

individuals from Palghar locale comes to Mumbai and

close to modern region as laborers in disorderly division.

In case of misfortune in work opportunity, they have just

choice of agribusiness part for business. It is a serious

actuality that Indian agribusiness segment is rely on

rainstorm, which is entirely capricious. In this sort of

circumstances, MGNREGA become indispensable or can

be said as final hotel for this minimized segment of

society.

National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (2005),

later renamed as Mahatma Gandhi National Rural

Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) is one of the

most noteworthy mediations on business destitution of
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the Government in post-Independent India. Targeting

tending to the chief reasons for destitution and work in

rustic regions, the Act guarantees to the poor that they

can hope to procure a living pay, without loss of their

pride, and request fill in as their right. Notwithstanding

the quick effect as far as neediness decrease, the program

can possibly lead the economy in labor escalated

development way through the formation of benefits. Be

that as it may, the positive accomplishments of the

mediation have been lost in the clamor of basic reports

and against MGNREGA purposeful publicity. The

beneficial estimation of MGNREGA work has been

condemned as a purposeless endeavor “to play with mud,

to make street that goes from no place to no place, to

burrow jettison that will be died in the following rainstorm”.

Basic key features of MGNREGA includes:

Primary target of ensuring 100 days of pay business

every year to country families.

• Legal option to work: Unlike prior business ensure

plans, the Act gives a legitimate right to work for grown-

up individuals from country families. At any rate 33%

recipients must be ladies. Wages must be paid by the

wages indicated for agrarian workers in the state under

the Minimum Wages Act, 1948, except if the focal

government informs a pay rate (this ought not be not as

much as Rs. 60 every day). At present, wage rates are

dictated by the focal government however fluctuate

across states, running from Rs 135 every day to Rs 214

every day.

• Time bound assurance of work and joblessness

stipend: Employment must be given 15 days of being

requested bombing which a ‘joblessness remittance’ must

be given.

• Work site offices: All work destinations ought to

have offices, for example, crèches, drinking water and

emergency treatment.

• Transparency and responsibility: There are

arrangements for proactive divulgence through divider

works, resident data sheets, Management Information

Systems and social reviews. Social reviews are directed

by gram sabhas to empower the network to screen the

usage of the plan.

Different investigations attempted have perceived

the advantages gotten from the usage of MGNREGA as

far as expanded salary and use by ladies from provincial

family units, better and better quality of living,

strengthening, dynamic, and so on. The MNERGA under

eleventh Five Year Plan (2007-12) got most elevated

budgetary distribution which made multiplier impact in

effectively enabling and reinforcing the job of ladies

towards social change. Different specialists and financial

specialists have over and over discussed significance of

MNERGA in supporting comprehensive development

bringing all encompassing advancement of provincial

society and guaranteeing financial and political

advantages.

Profile of Jawhar taluka:

District and Taluka selection criteria:

District Selection Criteria:

Palghar district is predominantly consists of 70% of

the population which belongs to Schedule Tribe which is

financially, educationally backward and which needs

financial inclusion. Below are the various criteria on which

Paghar district is selected as sampling area.

Fig. 1 : Block-wise Literacy Rate

Source: Maharashtra Human Development Report, 2012

The upper part shown in red colour of Thane district

is now included in Palghar District has low literacy rate

as compared to other districts of Maharashtra.

Fig. 2 : Sample GPs tend to have larger representation of

SC and ST population than rural Maharashtra
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When it comes to below poverty line population most

of these population belongs to Schedule Cast and

Schedule Tribe category. Palghar District is district which

is predominantly populated by tribal population. Jawhar

Taluka consists around 90% tribal population, out of which

nearly 71% of population is below poverty line, which is

higher than other taluka. Literacy level in Jawhar Taluka

is lowest amongst other Taluka which nearly 64%. That

is why this area has been chosen for the study.

Taluka Selection Criteria:

There are total 8 talukas under Palghar district, out

of which Jawhar has 71 per cent of population which

lives below poverty line, which is highest amongst all

talukas (Table 1).

Average population who lives below poverty line of

ST category in Maharashtra rural is 61.6%1  whereas in

Jawhartaluka, it is 70.88%2 . So it can be concluded that

more people live under below poverty line in Jawhartaluka

compared to the average of Maharashtra.

There are total 8 taluka under Palghar district, out

of which Jawhar has around 71 per cent of illiteracy rate

which lowest amongst other talukas (Table 2).

Literacy rate for male person of ST category on

average in Maharashtra is 74.3 per cent3  whereas

literacy rate for women person of ST category on an

average in Maharashtra is 57 per cent4, but in comparison

in Jawhartaluka average literacy rate of male person

belong to ST category is 54.485 per cent and for female

person belong to ST category is 41.436  per cent which

Table 1:BelowPovertyLine– Above Poverty Line families in Palghar district: 

Sr. 

No. 

Taluka Population Tribal Population No. of. APL 

families 

No. of BPL  

families 

Poverty (%) 

1. Vasai 795863 81272(10.53) 50783 12340 19.55 

2. Palghar 454635 140732(30.95) 51775 30540 37.10 

3. Wada 142753 75185(52.66) 14638 17852 54.95 

4. Mokhada 67319 60964(90.55) 4928 9684 66.27 

5. Talasari 121217 107379(88.58) 7547 16588 68.73 

6. Dahanu 331829 215162(64.84) 21918 44121 69.70 

7. Jawhar 111039 99932(89.99) 6798 16545 70.88 

8. Vikramgad 114254 103223(90.34) 5469 16560 71.10 

 Total 2138909 883849(41.32) 1,62,382 1,64,230 50.28 

(Source: BPL Survey 2002-2007, Annual Employment Report of Thane District 2006-07) 

Table 2 : Illiteracy Percentage of population 

Illiteracy Percentage 
Sr. No. Tahsil 

Male (%) Female (%) Total (%) 

1. Mokhada 53.7 39.402 46.54 

2. Talasari 57.33 37.577 47.33 

3. Jawhar 54.48 41.434 47.88 

4. Dahanu 59.21 33.324 51.15 

5. Vikramgad 61 46.268 53.6 

6. Wada 70.07 55.779 63.15 

7. Palghar 76.34 64.049 70.49 

8. Vasai 80.02 73.497 76.94 

 

1. https://tribal.nic.in/ST/Statistics8518.pdf

2. http://www.internationalseminar.org/XV_AIS/TS%202/4.%20Dr.%20Deepak%20Shelar.pdf

3. https://tribal.nic.in/ST/Statistics8518.pdf

4. https://tribal.nic.in/ST/Statistics8518.pdf

5. https://palghar.gov.in/about-district/

6. https://palghar.gov.in/about-district/
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well below than average of Maharashtra.

There are 8 talukas under Palghar district, out of

which there are 6 talukas which are under schedule area,

Jawhar is one of them (Table 3).

Out of all taluka’s in Palghar district, nearly 91 per

cent of the population belongs to ST category (Table 4).

If compared population in all 8 taluka’s of Palghar

district Jawhartaluka stood at 4th 7  place in terms of

population size but when it is compared with health

facilities available it stood at 7th 8  place.

Majority of the beneficiaries who worked under the

MGNREGA are between age group of 30-40 years.

Out of all the beneficiaries who got job under

MGNREGA, around 40 per cent of them have got

employment more than 100 days in a year, as promised

under Act.

Table 3 : Scheduled Area in Palghar District 

Sr. No. Tahsil Total Villages Villages in Scheduled Area Scheduled Area of Tahsil 

1. Palghar 222 164 Partial 

2. Vasai 125 51 Partial 

3. Dahanu 183 183 Whole Area 

4. Talasari 46 46 Whole Area 

5. Wada 170 170 Whole Area 

6. Vikramgad 94 94 Whole Area 

7. Jawhar 109 109 Whole Area 

8. Mokhada 59 59 Whole Area 

 

Table 4 : Population of Palghar district as per Census 2011 

Total Population ST Population Sr. No. Tahsil 

Male Female Total Male Female Total 

Percentage of 

ST population 

1. Vasai 709771 633631 1343402 48921 49377 98298 7.32 

2. Palghar 288514 261652 550166 83424 84728 168152 30.56 

3. Wada 91990 86380 178370 51160 50549 101709 57.02 

4. Dahanu 199574 202521 402095 135842 142062 277904 69.11 

5. Talasari 76417 78401 154818 68699 71574 140273 90.61 

6. Jawhar 69333 70854 140187 63280 65182 128462 91.64 

7. Vikramgad 68489 69136 137625 62646 63722 126368 91.82 

8. Mokhada 41691 41762 83453 38246 38596 76842 92.08 

 Total 1545779 1444337 2990116 552218 565790 1118008 37.39 

(Source:  District Palghar, Government of Maharashtra website) 

 

Table 5: Health-care related facilities available in palghar district: 

Number of 

Sr. No. Taluka Rural 

Hospitals 

Sub District 

Hospitals 

PHCs Sub 

Centres 

Medical Rescue 

Camps 

Primary 

Health Unit 

ZP Dispen-

ceries 

1. Palghar 3 0 10 62 4 1 2 

2. Vasai 1 0 8 38 0 1 1 

3. Dahanu 1 2 9 65 6 3 2 

4. Talasari 1 0 4 29 1 1 1 

5. Wada 1 0 4 38 3 3 0 

6. Vikramgad 1 0 3 23 7 2 2 

7. Jawhar 1 0 4 31 7 4 0 

8. Mokhada 1 0 4 19 3 3 0 

 Total 10 2 46 305 31 18 8 

(Source:  District Palghar, Government of Maharashtra website) 

 
7. https://palghar.gov.in/about-district/

8. https://palghar.gov.in/about-district/
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So, as per many parameters mentioned above

Jawhar lacks in many parameters, it has more number

of unprivileged population. Because of this, Jawhartaluka

is selected for research purpose.

Objectives:

– To understand the socio-economic

characteristics of beneficiaries under MGNREGA.

– To study relationship between socio-economic

conditions and number of days worked under

MGNREGA.

Hypothesis:

H0: There is no significant relation between age

and no. of days employment received under

MGNREGA.

H1: There is significant relation between age and

no. of days employment received under

MGNREGA.

H0: There is no significant relation between gender

and no. of days employment received under

MGNREGA.

H1: There is significant relation between gender

and no. of days employment received under

MGNREGA.

H0: There is no significant relation between

education level and no. of days employment

received under MGNREGA

H1: There is significant relation between education

level and no. of days employment received

under MGNREGA

Review of Literature:

Gurpreet Kour Talwar et. al. (2015 P.7) found that

instructive degree of specialist has sway on deciding to

work under MGNREGA. The vast majority of the alumni

or taught individuals working under the plan since they

didn’t land any position in close by region. (By and large,

family units had three qualified individuals for every family

(ISST 2006). Where there are at least two workers, given

the sexual orientation difference in showcase

compensation, it is typically the lady whose time is

apportioned for NREGS.

Ratna M Sudarshan (2011 P.10) inferred that

Kerala’s education rate is most elevated among some

other states in India, at that point additionally numerous

men have pursued occupation cards however when

employment cards were made, they didn’t appear for

the work as they felt, it was underneath their pride. Be

that as it may, on opposite ladies’ reaction to the plan

Table 6: Beneficiaries Age who worked under MGNREGA 

Age  2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

18-30 4174 2938 1365 350 

30-40 10105 12149 11338 12923 

40-50 7223 8153 6722 7609 

50-60 4561 6016 4910 5887 

Above 60 1532 2267 1662 2431 

(Source: MGNREGA 2005, Ministry of Rural Development, Government of India) 

 

Table 7: No. of days worked under MGNREGA: 

No. of days worked  2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

1-10 16323 15014 13759 9343 

11-20 50424 47964 40740 34754 

21-30 54493 63765 49785 44720 

31-40 42156 45939 38606 41504 

41-50 49942 54792 46731 53644 

51-60 39914 58316 43051 54047 

61-70 30470 39910 29560 46482 

71-80 26843 36922 30213 48404 

81-99 38261 50393 47958 75137 

100 2400 1600 2000 3000 

>100 108786 134344 131858 312508 

(Source: MGNREGA 2005, Ministry of Rural Development, Government of India) 
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was overpowering, they didn’t think it as difficult work,

they said it was ‘government work’, so it age them higher

status.

Shaik Galab and E Revathi (2012 P.164) found that

MGNREGS has been believed to ensure the helpless

circumstances. Social review appears to have offered

improvement to work in the towns having profoundly

flimsy flooded region and bigger extent of female

populace. In addition it has borne more outcomes in towns

with lower per capita pay and lower extent of SC and

ST populace of SC and ST populace in raising the work

per family unit. Be that as it may, the foundation appears

to not have empowered SC and ST family units in

acquiring extra work in the towns which have bigger

extent of SC and ST populace. Be that as it may,

MGNREGS saw as compelling in work age is dry season

inclined territory.

T. Haque (2013 P.242) presumed that due to the

guaranteed activity and fixed pace of wages, close

by territory for work, there was more inclination given

to the MGNREGA occupations which lead to

generous increment in wage paces of agrarian and

non-farming workers due to MGNREGA both for male

and female workers. It was seen that ranchers have

improved their watered territory and changed the

editing designs for acknowledging higher profitability

and livelihoods in regions rewarded through

MGNREGS works.

T. Haque (2013 P.244) found that the greater part

of the underestimated ranchers have a place with SC

and ST people group and MGNREGA work done about

draft sealing, water protection on private place where

there is these minimized area has profited a ton regarding

expanding profitability, improve in network and which

thusly came about into monetary thriving of such network.

MGNREGS has influenced horticultural exercises in the

two different ways, first, it has expanded expense of

workers, second, it has made accessibility of worker scant,

at last influenced rural creation. Simultaneously, there

were improvement in water accessibility due works under

MGNREGA like check dam, watershed, little lakes, this

has at last profited little and negligible ranchers in positive

manner since they didn’t have capex to manufacture such

sort of offices. This has helped them in expanding

profitability of land.

Ashok K Pankajet. Al (2010 P.274) explored that

due to the legal prerequisite of 1/3 rd of occupations made

to be given to the ladies, employments have been given

to the ladies. In any case, it has additionally seen that

mind-boggling reaction has been gotten regarding ladies

as employment searcher. Ladies’ offer in 2006-07 was

47.88 per cent, 2007-08 was 42.52 per cent and 2008-

19 it was 47.88 per cent. It could be seen, that areas

with high SC and ST populace and states with high

human and sex improvement lists and more noteworthy

degree of state and common society preparation have

taken advantage of this chance of MGNREGS. Be that

as it may, ladies from the SCs, STs and OBCs were

seen to be on the back-foot in taking additions of this

activity.

Annita Ranjan (2016 P.60) saw that there was

constructive outcome of direct exchange advantage of

MGNREGA, it  has lead to expanded spar ing

propensities among wage searchers,  ladies

strengthening in dynamic. Already laborers used to

pulled back all the cash at one stroke. Beforehand

laborers used to spend abundance cash on alcohol,

tobacco and such other inefficient propensities, such

propensities got shortened because of direct advantage

move in financial balances. In the previously mentioned

manner, ladies have been profited significantly in

gathering and spending the MGNREGA compensation,

along these lines indicating more prominent dynamic

force inside the families. An investigation that was

directed in Meghalaya offers declaration to it by giving

the outcomes that demonstrate the need of cooperating

with bank/post office/government authorities has

engaged rustic ancestral ladies by upgrading their

certainty, both in issues of money and dynamic. Booking

for ladies in MGNREGA appeared to have helped them

look for portrayal in dynamic bodies, including town

work gatherings. So as to look for redressal for a portion

of these issues, this activity had been consolidated some

particular arrangements that are relating to sexual

orientation explicit needs, for example, permitting time

to breastfeed infants to the lactating moms and

furthermore giving unwinding regarding working hours

to them, accordingly helping them to adjust local and

work routine.

Annita Ranjan (2016 P.105) analyzed that the Act

grants works, for example, water system, agriculture, land

advancement, on private land having a place with SCs

and the STs or BPL families, just as to different regions

of the underestimated people. In FY 2011-12 it was seen

that 12 per cent of all out works were on grounds of

individual recipients alone. Permitting private work ashore
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derives extent of all developed territory (80 per cent of

all land property). Along these lines the MGNREGA has

an essential influence in raising rural proficiency of these

ranchers who won’t have the option to come back to

development and will no longer rely on the plan of their

endurance. Studies, additionally recommended that in

places having high market compensation than that of

MGNREGA, men connected with themselves in

showcase occupation and ladies looked for work under

the plan. It was referred to that ensuring equivalent

remuneration for male and female specialists in the casual

division despite everything stays a pivotal issue and a

test for sexual orientation balance. The MGNREGA has

had the option to achieve it in scarcely any spots

somewhat.

Pankaj and Tankha (2009 P.21) looked into that

considerable portion of yearly salary of family unit

established of the compensation pay from MGNREGS.

It records to just about 20-30% of the yearly salary of

the poor families at the current degree of neediness line.

An investigation of four states; to be specific, Rajasthan,

HP, Bihar and Jharkhand explains the way that about

19% of the all out yearly salary of the MGNREGS

laborers’ family units.

Sonalde Desai, et al. (2015 P.33) Observed that at

the national level, close to 3.5% of family units could get

100 days of work in 2013–14, 3.2% in 2012–13 and under

3% (2.83%) in 2011–12. The mean degree of work per

family unit in the previous three years (2011–12, 2012–

13 and 2013–14) has been 41 days broadly. They have

additionally seen that Scheduled ranks and clans together

accomplished 145.19 crore business days in 2009–10,

which tumbled to 88.02 crore days in 2013–14, a decay

of 64% in four years.

METHODOLOGY

Sources of data:

Primary data has been collected from 76 samples

who have beneficiaries of MGNREGA under

Jawhartaluka of Palghar district of Maharashtra. A total

questionnaire of 70 questions has been asked to the

respondents.

Data :

Interpretation of Data:

1) Out of the 76 respondents, 7 per cent belong to

the age category of 18-30 years, 24 per cent

belong to the age category of 31-40 years, 39

per cent belong to age category of 41-50 years,

30 per cent belong to age category of 23 years

(Table 8).

2) Out of the 76 respondents, 22 per cent are

female and 78 per cent are male.

3) Out of the 76 respondents, 100 per cent

respondents belong to the Hindu religion.

4) Out of the 76 respondents, 100 per cent

respondents belong to ST community.

5) Out of the 76 respondents, 99 per cent are

married and 1 per cent is unmarried.

6) Out of the 76 respondents, 67 per cent are

uneducated, 26 percentages upto 10th Standard,

1 per cent are upto 12th Standard, 5 per cent

are graduate.

7) Out of the 76 respondents, 97 per cent has

agriculture as their source of income and

merely 3 per cent has service as their source

of income.

8) Out of the 76 respondents, 1 per cent has

income less than Rs. 5,000 per annum, 5 per

cent has between Rs. 5,000-10,000 per annum,

86 per cent has between Rs. 10,000-50,000 per

annum, 5 per cent has between Rs. 50,000-

1,00,000 and 1 per cent has more than Rs.

1,00,000 per annum.

9) Out of the 76 respondents, 11 per cent has 3

family members, 50 per cent has 5 family

members, 34 per cent has 7 family members,

5% has more than 10 family members.

10) Out of the 76 respondents, 12 per cent are

landless, 16 per cent has less than 1 acre land,

17 per cent has 1-10 acres of land, 36 per cent

has 10-20 acres of land, 20 per cent has more

than 20 acres of land.

11) Out of the 76 respondents, all respondents have

electricity available at home.

12) Out of the 76 respondents, around 97 per cent

respondents has toilets at their home and 3 per

cent did not have toilets at their home.

13) Out of the 76 respondents, around 71 per cent

do not have drinking water facility at their home

and rest 39 per cent has drinking water facility

at their home.

Methodology:

Objective 1: To check relation between age and no.

of days employment received under MGNREGA.
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Table 8 : Demographic profile of Respondents 

Question no. Variable Categories Frequency Percentage 

2 Age 18-30 years 5 7% 

    31 to 40 years 18 24% 

    41 to 50 years 30 39% 

    51 years and above 23 30% 

3 Gender Female 17 22% 

    Male 59 78% 

4 Religion Hindu 76 100% 

    Muslim 0 0% 

    Boudha 0 0% 

5 Cast Open 0 0% 

    OBC 0 0% 

    SC 0 0% 

    ST/NT 76 100% 

6 Marital Status Married 75 99% 

    Unmarried 1 1% 

7 Education level Upto 10th 20 26% 

    Graduate 4 5% 

    Uneducated 51 67% 

    Upto 12th 1 1% 

8 Source of Income Farming 73 97% 

    Service 2 3% 

    Business  0% 

    Other   

    Blanks 1  

9 Family's Annual income Less than 5000 1 1% 

    5000-10000 4 5% 

    10000-50000 63 86% 

    50000-1 Lac 4 5% 

    More than 1 Lac 1 1% 

    Blanks 2  

10 Number of Family members 3 8 11% 

    5 38 50% 

    7 26 34% 

    More than 10 4 5% 

12 Area of Own land No land 9 12% 

    Less than 1 Acre 12 16% 

    1-10 Acre 13 17% 

    10-20 Acre 27 36% 

    More than 20 Acre 15 20% 

13 Availability of Electricity Yes 76 100% 

    No 0 0% 

14 Availability of in house toilet Yes 74 97% 

    No 2 3% 

15 Availability of drinking water Yes  22 29% 

    No 54 71% 
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Table 9 and 10 and Fig. 3 shows from the collected

data, only 1 person aged between 41-50 years has

received more than 3 months of employment under the

MGNREGA.

Table 9 : Age wise distribution of No. of days employment 

received under MGNREGA 

Age levels 0-1 

month 

1-2 

months 

More than 3 

months 

18-30 years 3 2  

31 to 40 years 9 9  

41 to 50 years 16 13 1 

51 years and above 8 15  

 

Table 10 : Age wise percentage of No. of days employment 

received under MGNREGA 

Age levels 0-1 

month 

1-2 

months 

More than 3 

months 

18-30 years 4% 3% 0% 

31 to 40 years 12% 12% 0% 

41 to 50 years 21% 17% 1% 

51 years and above 11% 20% 0% 

 

Fig. 3 : Agewise percentage of no. of days employment

received under MGNREGA

Table 11 : Genderwise distribution of no. of days 

employment received under MGNREGA 

  0-1 month 1-2 months More than 3 

months 

Female 9 7 1 

Male 27 32  

 

Table 12 : Genderwise Percentage of no. of days 

employment received under MGNREGA 

  0-1 month 1-2 months More than 3 

months 

Female 12% 9% 1% 

Male 36% 42% 0% 

 

Fig. 4 : Genderwise percentage of no. of days employment

received under MGNREGA

Hypothesis testing:

H0: There is no significant relation between age and

no. of days employment received under MGNREGA.

H1: There is significant relation between age and

no. of days employment received under MGNREGA.

To check relation between above two categorical

variables i.e., age and work span under the scheme,

appropriate test will be chi-square test for independence.

A chi-square test for independence compares two

variables in a contingency table to see if they are related.

In a more general sense, it tests to see whether

distributions of categorical variables differ from each

another.

Inference: A chi-square test of independence was

performed to examine the relation between age and the

work span under the scheme. The relation between these

variables was not significant, X2 (df=3, N = 76) = 2.2595,

p =0.520324 which is more than 0.05 hence we fail to

reject the null hypothesis stating there is no significant

relationship between age of the MGNREGA worker and

work span under MGNREGA.

Objective 2: To check relation between gender and

of no. of day’s employment received under MGNREGA

(Table 11 and 12, Fig. 4)

Hypothesis testing:

H0: There is no significant relation between gender

and no. of days employment received under MGNREGA.

H1: There is significant relation between gender and

no. of days employment received under MGNREGA.

A chi-square test of independence was performed

to examine the relation between gender and the work

span under the scheme. The relation between these

variables was not significant, X2( df=2, N = 76) = 4.05, p

=0 .16. There is no genderwise change in work span

under the scheme .

Inference: A chi-square test of independence was

performed to examine the relation between age and the

work span under the scheme. The relation between these

variables was not significant, X2 (df=2, N = 76) = 4.05, p
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Table 15 : Education level wise frequencies of no. of days 

employment received under MGNREGA 

  0-1 month 1-2 months More than 3 

months 

Educated 10 14 1 

Uneducated 26 25  

 

Table 16 : Education level wise Percentage of no. of days 

employment received under MGNREGA 

  0-1 month 1-2 

months 

More than 3 

months 

Educated 13% 18% 1% 

Uneducated 34% 33% 0% 

 

Fig. 6 : Educationwise percentage of no. of days employment

received under MGNREGA

Expected Values 

  0-1 month 1-2 
months 

More than 3 
months 

Total 

Educated 11.84211 12.82895 0.328947 25 

Uneducated 24.15789 26.17105 0.671053 51 

Total 36 39 1 76 

 
Chi-Square Test         

SUMMARY Alpha 0.05   

Count Rows Cols df   

76 2 3 2   

CHI-SQUARE     

 chi-sq p-value x-crit sig Cramer V 

Pearson's 2.626311 0.26897 5.991465 no 0.185894 

 

Fisher Exact Test 

p-value 0.302414 

 

= 0.16 which is more than 0.05 hence we fail to reject

the null hypothesis stating the gender of the MGNREGA

worker is independent of the work span under

MGNREGA.

Objective 3: To check relation between education

level and no. of days employment received under

MGNREGA (Table 13 and 14, Fig. 5)

Expected Values  

  0-1 month 1-2 

months 

More than 3 

months 

Total 

Female 8.052632 8.723684 0.223684 17 

Male 27.94737 30.27632 0.776316 59 

Total 36 39 1 76 

 
Chi-Square Test  

SUMMARY Alpha 0.05    

Count Rows Cols df    

76 2 3 2    

CHI-SQUARE      

 chi-sq p-value x-crit sig Cramer V 

Pearson's 4.052867 0.131805 5.991465 no 0.230927 

Fisher Exact Test 

p-value 0.169334 

 

Table 13 : Education level wise frequencies of work no. of 

days employment received under MGNREGA 

  0-1 

month 

1-2 

months 

More than 3 

months 

Upto 10th 9 11  

Graduate 1 2 1 

Uneducated 26 25  

Upto 12th  1  

 

Table 14 : Education level wise Percentage of work no. of 

days employment received under MGNREGA 

  0-1 month 1-2 months More than 3 

months 

Upto 10th 12% 14% 0% 

Graduate 1% 3% 1% 

Uneducated 34% 33% 0% 

Upto 12th 0% 1% 0% 

 

Fig. 5 : Educationwise percentage of work no. of days

employment received under MGNREGA

Since, percentage of education level: upto 12th and

Graduate is minimal, we can convert ‘education level ‘into

two categories i.e., ‘Educated’ and ‘Uneducated’.

(Revised Table 15 and 16, Fig. 6).

Hypothesis testing:

H0: There is no significant relation between

education level and no. of days employment received

under MGNREGA
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H1: There is significant relation between education

level and no. of days employment received under

MGNREGA

A chi-square test of independence was performed

to examine the relation between education and the work

span under the scheme. The relation between these

variables was not significant, X2( df=2, N = 76) = 2.62, p

=0.30. There is no literacywise change in no. of days

employment received under MGNREGA.

Inference: A chi-square test of independence was

performed to examine the relation between education

and the work span under the scheme. The relation

between these variables was not significant, X2 ( df=2, N

= 76) = 2.62, p = 0.30 which is more than 0.05 hence we

fail to reject the null hypothesis stating there is no

significant relationship between education level of the

MGNREGA worker and work span under MGNREGA.

FINDINGS

In Jawhartaluka, where about 71 per cent of the

populace living beneath neediness line, if MGNREGA

can give 40 per cent of the populace 100 days work, it

makes part of contrasts. The lowest pay permitted by

law rate under MGNREGA in Maharashtra is Rs. 216

every day in Financial Year 2019-20, so it includes around

216*100 days=Rs 21,600 of yearly salary of the

individuals who got 100 days work, who are almost 40%

of candidates in the event of Jawhartaluka, so it has a

great deal effect in general pay of family unit.

Larger part of the pay searchers who have profited

by MGNREGA has a place with the age bunch between

30-40 years. This is sign that there is significant

joblessness or there is no ordinary work for these

individuals, since this is most dynamic working gathering

populace.

Larger part of the populace in Jawhartaluka, almost

36 per cent holds around 10-20 sections of land of land

however then additionally their agrarian profitability is

less i.e., on the grounds that the majority of them are

rely on rainstorm. Assuming increasingly more

MGNREGA work is done on the water preservation

offices like check dams and all, it will prompt increment

in rural profitability, in the event that rural efficiency has

been expanded, at that point in close to term there will be

decrease in joblessness, which will lessen need of plans

like MGNREGA.

There is one positive part of MGNREGA from the

perspective of workers, on account of the legal necessity

of the lowest pay permitted by law installments, by and

large pay rate for rural workers has gone up, which at

last brought about salary increment of pay class populace.

Exercises like food grains storerooms are not

attempted in MGNREGA, on the off chance that such

offices are made for normal merchandise, at that point

rural creation can be put away and ranchers can deal

them according to their need, when market is right. What

is going on now, because of huge size of horticultural

creation simultaneously, due to non-accessibility of

storeroom, ranchers get lesser cost for their creation.

MGNREGA assets can be given to the food handling

businesses. There are different agrarian creation like ragi,

ahardal, blackgram, varai (exceptional kind of rice), rice,

mogra, tomato is delivered in Jawhartaluka. In the event

that food preparing offices are made under MGNREGA,

it will bring about increment salary of ranchers.

There is renowned result of varai rice, which is

created in Jawhartaluka, yet because of absence of

research about this specific yield, creation is shortened

to the constrained region.

In numerous spots, there is still arrangement of joint

family. In numerous spots 20-25 individuals live

respectively or in close by houses. They by and large

hold 20-25 sections of land of land, however on singular

premise, they simply hold 1-2 sections of land of land in

particular.

In numerous family units, because of the neediness,

families anticipate that their kids should procure cash in

early ages, which results into leaving of instruction. It

tends to be reflected in uneducated level of populace. In

the event that any framework can be made with

assistance of MGNREGA finance, to address this specific

issue, it might bring about increment of proficiency.

In a large portion of the families, there is atleast one

kid or young lady, for the most part young lady, who

remains at home to deal with other more youthful offspring

of the family unit. In the midst of farming season, more

youthful young men are kept occupied in animal brushing

action, this outcomes in de-linkages of little youngsters

from training framework. In the event that from

MGNREGA fiscal motivations will be given to these kids’

family, so they can take help of specialist to take care of

these exercises and which thus increment in instructive

level.

With MGNREGA subsidize, if some aptitude

improvement or horticultural innovative work camps can

be sorted out in country region, it will build the mindfulness
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among individuals. There is have to manufacture more

streets, with the goal that agrarian created can have more

market availability.

Conclusion:

It has been reasoned that dominant part of the

recipients are have a place with the age gathering of 41-

50 years or 51 years or more according to essential

information assortment. This might be deciphered as the

individuals who don’t go anyplace consistently will in

general work under MGNREGA. The greater part of

the more youthful populace don’t work under

MGNREGA on the grounds that they show signs of

improvement compensation on different occupations.

MGNREGA Act state expresses that 33 per cent

of the recipients ought to be ladies, yet if there should

arise an occurrence of Jawhartaluka in general portion

of the ladies in business is 20 per cent according to

essential information assortment. Along these lines, it is

on part of government and grampanchayat that, they

should attempt to bring more mindfulness among ladies

with the goal that they can be convinced to work under

MGNREGA.

Just 5 per cent of the populace who work under

MGNREGA is graduate according to essential

information assortment. Around 67 per cent are

uneducated and almost 27 per cent are considered upto

twelfth norm. Along these lines, this finished up as

government should attempt to achieve more mindfulness

rights and qualifications of these recipients as they are

not all that informed. It tends to be additionally reasoned

that informed populace is either land legitimate positions

are they are reluctant to function as untalented work under

MGNREGA.

Along these lines, at last it is basic for government

that they ought to designate some level of reserve, which

can be explicitly apportioned to the neighborhood needs

of locale, with the goal that assets get all the more

appropriately used.

Limitations of the study:

Primary data relevant for the study may be much

depend upon the co-operation of the respondents.

The geographical limitation of the primary data

collection is confined to the Jawhartaluka only.

Scope for Further Studies:

In this particular studies, we have tried to define

relationship between age, gender, education and number

of days employment received under MGNREGA, but in

further studies it can be analyzed like how much

MGNREGA has been able to make improvement in

standard of life of marginalized population with help of

Regression model.
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